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The WCC Contemporary Group
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● This Week’s Programme

Members’ News & Images

Half-term fun at Croome with birds and beasties!
Henry Tomsett took these charming photos over half-term; Croome will be using them in their publicity.
We really need more volunteers to help out with photography at Croome events. Please contact Pam if you can join
in - it’s fun, you get in free of charge and it’s good practice doing ‘commissioned’ photography!
Time Explorer game – located in the court (ask a volunteer to point you in the right direction). A child playing
the game (model release form needed). Available every day except Tuesdays when house is closed.
Hidden House building blocks in the basement of the court:- pictures of a family dismantling and putting back
together (light is quite poor in this room!). Available every day except Tuesdays when house is closed.
Scaffolding surrounding the Court – photos of the street art wrap that covers the scaffolding on the north side
of the house. Perhaps photo(s) of someone looking up at it.
Birds in the park – colourful model birds made by artists “hidden” around the parkland. Need pictures of these,
perhaps with visitors looking or pointing at them. Ask a volunteer in the court for a leaflet about them.
Please make sure you are identifiable by wearing a badge and carrying a clipboard whenever possible.
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Members’ News & Images
A couple from Tony Gervis FRPS, who has been out and about…
“Beach Huts and Palm trees” Weymouth.
Desaturated apart from the blues. The last of this month’s “Patterns, Shapes and Odds and Sods’’

Great Witley Church
The church is the only one of its
kind in the country.
Its late baroque style is more
usually found in southern Germany and Italy.
Whilst Witley Court was inhabited, the church was used regularly, but after the fire at the Court
in 1937 most services were held
in the chapel in the village.
The church suffered a period of
neglect until the dedicated efforts of parishioners in recent
years helped restore the building
to its former glory.
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Diary / Out and About
6th June The Lord Mayor’s Show in Birmingham. (Free)
6-7 June Pershore Open Gardens.
6-7 June Best of British at Shelsley Walsh (
and don’t forget Chateau Impney Hill Climb returns 11-12 July.)
6th June FriarFest Droitwich.
6 June Throckmorton Air show. NB There will be no admission on the day without prepaid tickets purchased
on-line before the event. Probably available until Friday.
7 June (am) Mayor’s Parade, Bewdley

Note there is a temporary
5-7th June The Walled Garden at Croome is open (separate charges apply).

diversion from Worcester to

Also the Summer Market and the Panorama Tower is open 12-3.30.

Croome

Still on until 21st June Drawn by Light - well worth the visit, according to reviews. even if you can't go, take
a quick look at the video on the intro page and the outline of the exhibition.
Fox Talbot Museum celebrates its 40th birthday on 27th June. You are invited to send in a
suitable picture/birthday card for display on the day!
Also at Lacock, Travel Photographer of the Year Saturday 6 June to 12 July Outdoor
photography exhibition in the abbey’s Tudor courtyard.
10th June Evening with Jon Shard (Manchester)
Wightwick panorama by Ruth Bourne LRPS
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Mine’s bigger than yours!

Competitions and Exhibitions
Aesthetica Art Prize
Sony 2016 open - free to enter, includes Professional, youth & Student Focus categories.
Taylor Wessing Portrait prize now open. The competition is open to everyone aged 18 and over from around
the world. Organised by the National Portrait Gallery in London, the Prize has established a reputation for its
diversity of photographic styles submitted by a range of photographers, from gifted amateurs and photography students to established professionals. Photographers are encouraged to interpret ‘portrait’ in its widest
sense of ‘photography concerned with portraying people with an emphasis on their identity as individuals.’
All selected photographers under the age of 30 will also be eligible for the John Kobal New Work Award. The
winning photographer will receive £4,000 and a commission from the Gallery to photograph a sitter
connected with the UK film industry
Worcester Cathedral photo competition 2015 'Aspects of Worcester Cathedral'
Runs from Monday 18th May up to Friday 31st July 2015. Pay for a photo permit at the Cathedral shop in the
cloister and pick up an entry form and set of rules. Photo permits cost £3.00 to use a hand-held
camera/mobile phone or £5.00 for a camera using a tripod.

Around the Web
Photobomb

For more articles, and lots of How to… hints and
tips, see the WCC Flipboard magazine on the web-

One for the travellers...

site. Signing up for Flipboard is free.
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Croome Landscape Park ‘Camera Walkabout’ with Clive Haynes

Continuing the strong association between the National Trust at Croome Landscape Park and WCC, the Club
was asked to provide a ‘tutor’ for a wide-ranging session of photography for all-comers on 31st May.
It was an action-packed afternoon at the Park with nine participants on the ‘Camera Walkabout’. The nine
participants had cameras ranging from DSLRs and CSCs to compacts with abilities ranging from people to
whom their camera was new and the controls something of a mystery, to a more knowledgeable degree-level
student. We began with basics about aperture, shutter-speed and ISO, then aperture and shutter speed
priority settings, before moving on to depth-of-field, selective focus and exposure compensation. Lenses were
discussed including the attractions of macro and close-up work. Landscapes were an essential topic together
with basic compositional considerations and ploys. The interior of the Rotunda offered opportunities for
close-ups of pattern and texture, whilst outside the sweeping landscape toward the Malvern Hills beckoned.
A good time was enjoyed by all and the Club gained additional publicity. And I even managed to take some
infrared images for myself!
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